How to Slowly Crush a
Small Country
by Jeremy James

When we discuss with sceptical but receptive people the way the New World Order is
being introduced, we need to take account of the main barrier to understanding. Most
of them simply cannot believe that their political leaders could be so deceitful. If what
we are saying it true, then society is actually controlled by a cabal of very wealthy and
very wicked men who literally own the governments of the world.
“And what hard evidence do you have to prove this”
Well, we could point to many factors, backed by copious evidence, which show that
this is the case. Alas, this takes time. It also requires an audience that is willing to listen
to the stream of evidence and make an effort to piece it together in their minds. Few
are willing to make that effort. Fewer still are prepared to do any research of their own
and check the facts for themselves.
Our task would be much easier if we could point to a documented, preferably recent,
example which shows beyond all doubt that that at least one major country on the
world stage – such as the US, the UK, Germany, or France – is secretly controlled by a
criminal consortium which is capable of murdering its own citizens.
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Gosport
Even though an example of this quality has been available for public scrutiny for nearly
four years, virtually no-one in the ‘truther’ movement would appear to be aware of it.
The Gosport Independent Panel Report was published on 20 June, 2018. It sets out
in great detail the background to the “unlawful killing” – murder – of at least 650
patients at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital in the UK between 1989 and 2000.
Commenting on the report at the time of its publication, a leading medical expert in
the UK stated in shock and bewilderment:
"Where do we even begin? How do mere words encapsulate the full horror
of the [report] … and its profound implications for nursing? …The substance
of this report into the killing fields of Gosport War Memorial Hospital is as
chilling as it is damning." – Professor Philip Darbyshire
In our paper, Gosport, Mass Killing, and the Culture of Death in the New World
Order (29 July 2018) [##167], we stated:
[The Report] provides verifiable evidence, backed up by extensive
documentation, that a crime of monumental proportions was
systematically covered up by the British Establishment for nearly 20
years. Just as importantly, it shows that the crime itself could only have
been carried out with the complicity and knowledge of many highly
placed professionals within the British medical establishment, law
enforcement, and certain other public bodies. Along the way, it reveals
extraordinary arrogance at the highest levels and a contempt for justice
and democracy which the average person would simply not believe were
it not so carefully and extensively documented in the Report.
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It should be understood that the Report does not attempt anywhere to exonerate the
medical staff who carried out these killings. However, it presents the facts in such a
confusing, convoluted and excessively detailed way, that most readers – including
those with a close personal interest in its contents – would be greatly discouraged.
They would also recoil at its opaque moral sentiments, its deliberate turgidity, and its
weak analytical content.
The report is so difficult to unravel that we had to study it carefully for over 25 hours,
taking copious notes, before we could figure out what the authors believed happened
at Gosport and determine the actual sequence of events thereafter.
The authors even refer to these vile murders on numerous occasions as events which
“shortened the lives” of the victims. In effect these deaths did not qualify as murder in
the accepted sense but were to be seen, rather, as a rare and baffling anomaly in the
rough and tumble of everyday life.

The official response by the British Government
The official Government response to the Report, which did not issue until 21
November, 2018, was only 28 pages long and carried an abysmal two-paragraph
foreword by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care. Here is what this man
had to say about the systematic murder of 650 people by its own medical service:
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The Gosport Independent Panel has made us see with
great clarity a terrible and shameful episode in our
history. To read the Panel's report is to understand how
doctors, nurses, and leaders in healthcare – those we most
want and need to trust – can fall away from acceptable
standards of practice, with awful consequences for
patients. The report also describes with quiet anger the
many struggles and frustrations of the families of those
who died at Gosport. For the families, the Panel's report
marks an important milestone rather than an end point
and, while the Government cannot express a view about
any subsequent process that may take place, we would like
this response to be, in part, a tribute to the Gosport
families and those who have supported them for their
resilience, perseverance and courage in the face of many
obstacles and delays.
The Panel's report has made us think and reflect hard in
Government and the NHS and in other agencies. This
response document describes our initial actions and areas
where we plan to do further work. I am sure, however, that
this will not be the last word on the matters raised by the
Panel's report. Where we see opportunities now or in
future years to act to both improve the safety of care and
to honour those who were so badly let down in Gosport,
we will seize them, and we will act on them.

The patients at Gosport were not “badly let down” – they were murdered. The medical
staff in question did not “fall away from acceptable standards of practice” – they
systematically killed hundreds of patients in their care. The Secretary of State said the
British Government would “reflect hard” on the Report and watch for “opportunities”
in the future to “improve the safety of care” – what unbelievable nonsense.
This would be a poor response to a report into the unwarranted death of an equivalent
number of farm animals. It is arrogant, dismissive and patronising to a jawdropping
degree. Who would believe that any government could react like this to a
comprehensive report on the murder of 650* patients in state care?
[*If a fair assessment is made of the many unexplained deaths which were excluded
from the official tally due to unlawful gaps in patient records, the true death toll was
closer to 850.]
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The Midazolam factor
In the great majority of patients, the opioid used was diamorphine administered via a
syringe driver, often in conjunction with other drugs, particularly midazolam [a
sedative] and hyoscine [a sedative], over the last days of life. This pattern was
confirmed by the victims' families.
Of those who were administered continuous diamorphine alone, without appropriate
clinical indication, 59% were dead within two days. When diamorphine was combined
with midazolam and hyoscine, 71% were dead within two days. In fact, half died on
the same day or the following day.

In our paper, Beware of a Little-known Mass Killing Device [#278], we showed
how midazolam was authorized by the British government for use in care homes in
the UK when “treating” so-called Covid-19 patients. The amount of the national stock
of midazolam that was used during 2020 was far in excess of the amount in previous
years. As our paper showed, this powerful sedative enabled the rapid euthanization –
involuntary killing – of thousands of patients. The fear which this generated among
the general population was then used by the British Government to coerce tens of
millions of British citizens into taking the Covid “vaccine”.
The use of midazolam to facilitate mass murder at Gosport (in conjunction with two
other drugs) may have been a test run (or one of several test runs) before it was used
on a more extensive scale to kill off thousands of so-called Covid patients in care homes
in 2020. A common factor, apart from midazolam itself, was the use of a device known
as a syringe driver to administer the drug on an hourly basis until the victim was dead.
Not one person has been tried for any of the killings at Gosport. However, we can take
comfort in the thought that the British government will “reflect hard” on the Report
and that the cold-blooded murder of 850 innocent people may result in slightly higher
standards of care in the NHS. How nice.
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A glaring hole in the Gosport Report
There was a glaring hole in the Gosport Report, a hole so big that it beggars belief. The
authors failed to advert to the existence of a network across the UK which connects all
of the organizations mentioned in the Report. That network, of course, is Freemasonry
– a powerful, undemocratic, anti-Christian cult. It is the principal operational arm of
the New World Order, not only in the UK but in most other countries around the world.
Both the British police authorities and the British judicial system are infested with it.

Unless one understands the bigger picture – the coming New World Order, the intense
pressure to legalize euthanasia, and the central role of Freemasonry in regulating and
moulding British society – the otherwise inexplicable events at Gosport, and the
suppression of all attempts to expose them, will continue to perplex the average
person.
The Gosport saga and its grisly trail of murders, official cover-ups, lies, collusion, and
subterfuge, involving multiple layers of the British Establishment, as well as the
national media, is a modern-day horror story. It goes all the way to the top, to the
highest tier of the British political system. And it proves beyond all doubt that at least
one of the five members of the UN Security Council – the UK itself – is controlled by a
ruthless criminal cabal which is fully prepared to murder large numbers of its own
citizens in order to advance the ‘New World Order’ agenda.

How to crush a small country
Given that lies and deception of the most extreme kind are part of the modus operandi
of the UK government, it is reasonable to assume that the same hidden tentacles that
are strangling the UK are strangling other nations as well. The only difference between
their respective governments is the mix of ‘weapons’ or policy devices that they are
using to oppress and subjugate their own citizens.
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Ireland is a small country, with a population of just five million people. A sizeable
chunk of the island of Ireland is part of the United Kingdom. A hundred years ago the
entity known as ‘Ireland’ consisted of 32 counties, but today it comprises just 26. It is
remarkable to think that a modern democracy can retain a chunk of a neighboring
state in this way.
Let’s imagine for a moment that these 26 counties are “owned” by the five million
people who inhabit them. If the overwhelming majority of these are Irish nationals,
then Ireland is a sovereign, independent political entity, with an immutable legal right
to decide its own destiny. However, as the proportion of Irish nationals in the 26
counties is reduced, their sovereignty and independence is impaired. What is more,
the degree of impairment accelerates as the proportion falls. A 10% reduction in the
proportion of Irish nationals in the 26 counties would adversely affect the integrity of
Ireland to some degree, but a 20% reduction would have a much more damaging and
enduring impact. The rate of change is dangerously exponential.

The perverse and deceitful character of the Irish government was made manifest once
again when it recently announced its intention to take in 100,000 ‘refugees’ from the
Ukraine. This figure was then increased to 200,000. Incredibly, a government
minister later said that no upper limit would apply to the number of Ukrainian
refugees that the country would accept.
Ireland lost 6 counties a century ago. The government now intends to introduce into
the 26 that remain a massive flood of immigrants equal to the current population of 4
more counties, as shown in the map overleaf:
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The current population of Sligo, Leitrim, Roscommon
and Longford is c. 200,000.

This assumes, of course, that it will restrict its intake to 200,000. Perhaps it will try to
re-home an even larger number of Ukrainian immigrants. An additional 57,000 would
correspond to the population of a fifth county – Carlow.

Population of Irish counties [partial list]
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Betrayal at the highest levels
A government that imposes an extreme and irrational policy like this is deliberately
undermining the independence and sovereignty of our nation. This is part of the
international Marxist agenda, to break down the morale and national identity of a
socially and ethnically homogenous society and expose it to untenable internal
pressures that will eventually break it apart.
In short, it’s a strategy designed to slowly crush a small country. And it’s very effective.
History has shown, time and again, that demographic displacement, unbridled
migration, and the fragmentation of traditional structures can cause irreversible
decline in a society. Even without historical precedents, our common sense should tell
us this. Ireland itself has suffered untold turmoil from the plantation of Ulster – the
systematic colonization of the ‘six counties’ by the Crown at the start of the 17th century.
The British army eventually departed, but it left behind a sizeable population which
has consistently refused to recognize Irish sovereignty.

A typical mural in the Shankill area of Belfast in the early 1970s.

How much colonization can our nation endure today? That depends to a large extent
on how much inward migration it has already had to absorb, as well as its composition.
Up to 1990 or thereabouts, the population of Ireland consisted mainly of Irish
nationals. Foreign nationals, who comprised a relatively small percentage of the total
population, were mostly British, American or western European.
The population of the 26 counties at that time was 3.52 million. Today it is is over 5
million, representing an increase of 40% in just three decades! No modern economy
has undergone such radical change. Census figures (2016) show that a substantial
portion of this increase was due to a high level of inward migration from countries
which were not hitherto part of Ireland’s ethnic landscape.
The table overleaf puts that figure at 284,000. However, with the possible exception
of Poland, the Census is known to significantly understate the true rate of inward
migration from these countries.
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For instance, the 2016 Census states that there are 9,000 Chinese living in Ireland, but
anecdotal evidence suggests that the true figure is substantially higher than this. The
same may be said of the figure for Nigeria, which the Census puts at a mere 6,000. It
is doubtful also, in the case of ‘settled’ migrants, whether the Census captures the full
extent of the influx of family members and close relations from certain countries.
Non-Irish nationals living in Ireland (selected countries), 2016

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

Brazil
Poland
Latvia and Lithuania
Romania
India & Pakistan
Ukraine
China
Nigeria
Slovakia & Czech Republic
Hungary
Croatia
TOTAL (A-K)

13,000
122,000
56,000
29,000
18,000
3,000
9,000
6,000
14,000
9,000
5,000
284,000

The impact of mass migration from the Ukraine
The Government’s plan to admit 200,000 Ukrainian refugees (if not more) will have
an explosive impact on Ireland’s ethnic composition. It will impose as much change in
1-2 years as occurred over the previous 25 years. Furthermore, as we shall see, it will
do so in a way which departs radically from the traditional basis for allowing a high
level of inward migration.
To start with, the Ukrainian cohort cannot be compared with the largest foreign ethnic
group in Ireland. The immigrants from Poland came as workers to a country which
could offer employment. They were not a burden on the Irish economy or the Irish
taxpayer, but a nett contributor. They did not expect to receive social benefits, such as
free housing or financial handouts.
The Ukrainians, on the other hand, expect to receive free housing, free allowances, free
education, free medical care, and free vocational training. All of this will be paid for by
the Irish taxpayer! No account is taken in the Government’s twisted arithmetic of the
many pressing economic needs that already exist in Irish society, such as the high
incidence of homelessness, the grave shortage of affordable housing, the soaring cost
of rented accommodation, the huge increase in the cost of oil and gas, the problems
associated with our ageing population, or the deteriorating standard of our medical
services. The Government has also chosen to ignore what is perhaps the most telling
objection of all, namely the unsustainable level of the national debt, which stands at
$50,000 per every man, woman and child in the 26 counties.
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In short, a country burdened with a crippling mountain of debt is offering to support,
entirely at its own expense, an immigrant quota equal to 4% of its total population. It
defies belief.
Are other countries in Europe making a similar offer? Of course not! Plagued by a
media which ruthlessly suppresses all discussion of the problems associated with
immigration, ethnicity and economic viability, the Irish have fallen for the lies told by
their Government. In the absence of public debate based on factual data, most of them
are thoroughly confused. They lack the capacity to think this through for themselves,
and the few who can are tarred by the media.
No one bothers to ask why a country as large as the Ukraine – nearly nine times the
size of Ireland – cannot house its own displaced population. Do they ask whether the
“refugees” are genuinely fleeing a region ravaged by war or simply seeking a better
standard of living in another country? The conflict itself affects less than 5% of the
Ukraine. Nor do they ask how a war which is confined almost exclusively to opposing
military forces can, in just a few weeks, produce 5 million “refugees”?
The media has greatly exaggerated the conflict, just as it greatly exaggerated the threat
to public health posed by ‘Covid’.

The snakes have returned to Ireland
The Government is exploiting the crisis in the Ukraine to advance its own Marxist
agenda. They are using it, not only to effect a further serious dilution of our native Irish
identity and a worsening of our economic condition, but to force through a
Constitutional change that will greatly diminish our personal property rights. If they
succeed, the state will have the power to expropriate the property of any person where,
in its opinion, it could be put to better use “in the national interest” – such as housing
Ukrainian immigrants. If they get their way, the government will be able to seize
second homes or compel householders to allocate vacant rooms in their family home
to accommodate refugees. For example, a widow living alone in a large house may be
forced to downsize or move to an apartment.

A state emblem that reflects Ireland’s transition to Marxist tyranny.
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We are witnessing, in effect, the phased abolition of private property, which is one of
the main goals of Marxism.
By pursuing its present course, the Irish government is seeking to jettison or subvert
two important spiritual principles which are enshrined in the Bible: (a) that nations
should comprise and be governed by their own ethnic group or groups, and (b) that
the right to own and retain property cannot be overturned, even by kings.
The Satanic political system known as ‘Marxism’ hates these divinely appointed laws.

The Bible upholds national identity and private property
The nations were established on the basis of language and race by the will of God:
“By these were the isles of the Gentiles divided in their lands;
every one after his tongue, after their families, in their nations.”
(Genesis 10:5)

No one had the right thereafter to interfere with these nations, not even the children
of Israel:
“Meddle not with them; for I will not give you of their land,
no, not so much as a foot breadth; because I have given
mount Seir unto Esau for a possession.” (Deuteronomy 2:5)
“And when thou comest nigh over against the children of
Ammon, distress them not, nor meddle with them: for I will
not give thee of the land of the children of Ammon any
possession; because I have given it unto the children of Lot
for a possession.” (Deuteronomy 2:19)

The Israelites were able to inherit the land of Canaan because the nations that dwelt
there had been marked for destruction by God. They would not otherwise have had the
right to invade.
Land ownership was protected under God’s law and anyone who tried to extend his
property or take unfair advantage by removing a landmark was guilty of a serious
offense:
“Remove not the ancient landmark, which thy
fathers have set.” (Proverbs 22:28)
“Cursed be he that removeth his neighbour's
landmark. And all the people shall say, Amen.”
(Deuteronomy 27:17)
“Thou shalt not remove thy neighbour's landmark,
which they of old time have set in thine inheritance,
which thou shalt inherit in the land that the LORD
thy God giveth thee to possess it.”
(Deuteronomy 19:14)
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Satan is a thief
Theft of land is a prime goal of Satan and his servants. Wealthy Satanists like George
Soros, Klaus Schwab and their cronies at the World Economic Forum want to own the
entire earth and are scheming to take it piece by piece. The Bible warned of this in the
first book of Kings. Ahab, the king of Samaria, craved a prime piece of property close
to his own. The vineyard belonged to Naboth who was not prepared to part with it, at
any price. Jezebel, the king’s wife, decided to obtain it for him by “legal” means. She
bribed some local politicians to bring unjust charges against Naboth, charges that
would warrant the death penalty. False witnesses were used to press the case. Naboth
didn’t have a chance. And neither did his sons, whom we later learn were also executed.
This ensured that no-one would come forward to claim the property and Ahab, as king,
could exerise his royal prerogative and take it for himself.
The Word of God expresses a wrathful abhorrence of land theft by the very people, the
princes and rulers, whose duty it is to prevent such abuses:
“The princes of Judah were like them that remove
the bound [border]: therefore I will pour out my
wrath upon them like water.” (Hosea 5:10)

The UN is using Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030, which promulgate the vile
“sustainability” and “global warming” scams, to expropriate vast tracts of land across
America and elsewhere. Just like Jezebel, the Elite are using lies, false witnesses, and
corrupt politicians to steal what rightfully belongs to the common people.

“And they covet fields, and take them by violence;
and houses, and take them away: so they
oppress a man and his house,
even a man and his heritage.”
- Micah 2:2
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Taoiseach [Prime Minister]
Albert Reynolds travelling
on the government jet to
the ‘Earth Summit’ in Rio
de Janeiro, June 1992.
Ireland was one of the 178
countries at Rio which
formally signed up to the
New World Order.

President Michael
D Higgins with
George Soros at
his mansion in
New York,
September 2015.

President
Michael D Higgins

Prime Minister
Enda Kenny

The Irish delegation at the UN Sustainable Development
Summit in New York, September 2015. At this summit 193
countries agreed unanimously to implement the Marxist
program known as ‘Agenda 2030’.
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CONCLUSION
The Irish government is pursuing the international Marxist agenda. The main parties
– Fianna Fail, Fine Gael, Labour, Sinn Fein, etc – are fully committed to the
destruction of Irish sovereignty and are using various policy devices, such as excessive
debt expansion and insane levels of inward migration, to wreck the social and
economic fabric of our nation. These traitors will continue on this course until they are
stopped, and this will never happen unless the public – in substantial numbers – starts
to see these liars for what they are.
They are slowly crushing our small country by these and other means. The Covid
lockdowns were a farce, with no medical justification whatever. Immense harm was
done to thousands of Irish businesses as a result, not to mention the psychological
damage inflicted on our children and other vulnerable members of our society. The
Covid ‘vaccines’ are unproven, experimental and potentially dangerous concoctions,
but the Irish government have beguiled a dumbed-down public with blatant lies about
their safety and effectiveness. The same leaders endorse child murder while pledging
to fund fertility treatment for young couples. A year after abortion was legalized the
government boasted a death toll of 6,666. They used Satan’s iconic number to remind
the public that they now had enough power and influence to kill their children.
__________________

Headline in The Irish Times, 30 June 2020

__________________
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At the beginning of March, the government announced that it intends to hold a
referendum early in 2023 to amend the Constitution to include a right to housing. It
may also seek an amendment to the Constitution regarding the circumstances under
which the government can declare a state of national emergency. They will use the
power of the media to wage a deafening information war on the Irish people, repeating
the same duplicitous message ad nauseum until they capitulate.
“...the LORD hath a controversy with the inhabitants
of the land, because there is no truth, nor mercy,
nor knowledge of God in the land... Therefore shall
the land mourn... : seeing thou hast forgotten the
law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.”
- Hosea 4:1-6

When a nation rejects God, it loses the ability to distinguish between right and wrong.
Everyone ends up doing what seems right in their own eyes. A government that
controls what a nation sees – or is permitted to see – can skew its moral compass any
way it chooses. Sodomites can marry, pregnant women can kill their unborn children,
gender becomes a lifestyle choice, foreigners can enter our country en masse and live
off our taxes and our land, the state can appropriate our property for the greater good,
the expression of a reasoned opinion can be classified as hate speech, the government
can close our churches and our businesses, or make vaccines mandatory and force
people to wear ridiculous masks, and so on. The list continues to expand.
A massive gap is opening up between the tiny percentage who live by the sole authority
of God’s Word and the increasingly vocal majority who believe man is a law unto
himself. It may not be long before the latter decide, at the instigation of the
government and the media, that parts of the Bible may need to be re-written. Any Godfearing pastor who preaches God’s Word could end up in prison, just as they did under
the Communist regimes of Eastern Europe. Why should our nascent Communist
regime be any different?
“Forever, O LORD, thy word is settled in heaven.” – Psalm 119:89

________________________
Jeremy James
Ireland
May 4, 2022
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- SPECIAL REQUEST –
Time is running out...
Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this website
for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always be available.
For an easy way to download all papers (over 300), please email me.
We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may be
obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a future
mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following address:jeremypauljames@gmail.com

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
Copyright Jeremy James 2022
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